Screening the healthy population for covid-19 is of unknown value, but is being introduced nationwide

Concerns this will see demolition of hard won frameworks for protecting the public from ineffective, poorly delivered, and unethically practised screening

Angela E Raffle consultant in public health honorary senior lecturer

On 9 September The BMJ reported leaked plans, called “Operation Moonshot,” to regularly screen households, cities, and then the entire UK population for SARS-CoV-2, at a reported cost of over £100bn (€112bn; $132bn). This appeared to be one of the most unethical proposals for use of public funds, or for screening, that I’d ever seen. Condemnation followed, together with a legal challenge by the Good Law Project. The UK National Screening Committee (NSC)—the recognised source of expert, independent, and conflict free advice to ministers on screening—had played no part in the decision making process, and the legality of the procurement processes have been questioned.

Subsequently it was reported that the UK government had abandoned plans for Operation Moonshot. Yet, on Tuesday 3 November Moonshot phase I began in Liverpool. According to the city council’s website “everyone who lives or works in the city” is eligible for regular and repeat testing and can attend one of 14 army run test centres over the course of two weeks. The website says this is the beginning of a national roll out and “will help to demonstrate that massive asymptomatic testing can identify far more cases and break the transmission of coronavirus.” The army is conducting testing for 11 to 18 year olds in schools, and a letter to parents from one school head advised “if you wish to exclude your child from this test please do so in writing by first thing on Monday morning.” Screening for under 11s is not mentioned. Official communication to residents has been through news announcements, appealing to public duty and claiming that the test detects “infectiousness.” At the time of writing (8 November) Public Health England were keeping the results of its studies on the accuracy of the test confidential. These were subsequently released on 12 November. No information has been given to participants to explain whether the project is actually research, or how personal data will be held and used. An assumption is made that everyone has a smart phone.

A letter to Liverpool MPs on 5 November asking for information about the decision making processes, the nature of the project, informed consent, and data protection safeguards yielded assurance from university staff that “analysis of the pilot is being conducted by the University of Liverpool and a national team of academic collaborators,” but specific answers to the questions were not given.

These events worry me. I have been involved in screening since 1984; running major screening programmes, helping set up the UK National Screening Committee in 1996, and publishing on screening outcomes, research methodology, policy making, delivery, ethics, quality assurance, training, and economics. Many people think that screening is a simple, straightforward approach to prevention, yet experience has taught us that it is counterintuitive, complex, and paradoxical. Since the 1980s I have seen, and helped make happen, a transformation of UK screening from a haphazard mess of some 300 unevaluated activities causing untold harm, into the UK National Screening Programmes comprising 11 systematic and evidence based national programmes which screen for 36 different conditions, all regularly publishing data on good performance.

A key lesson is that you must not assume that screening will achieve the outcome you think it will. Observational studies claim to “show” a benefit because people turn up and you find positive cases, but once a well designed control trial takes place the real balance of benefit and harm often proves different. What matters is not just test performance, but the full consequences, desired, unintended, and collateral, of the entire system. At best the Liverpool project can only tell us who comes forward; how many test positive, negative, or unsatisfactory; how rapid tests compare with polymerase chain reaction tests (if both are done); and some measure of compliance with advice to self-isolate. It cannot tell us how many cases will be found that are truly infectious and that would not otherwise have come to light through well performed contact tracing. Nor can it tell us whether identification through screening caused a significant behaviour change, either ahead of or in the absence of symptoms, resulting in a worthwhile change to transmission. Without seeing the research protocol we don’t know whether the pilot will measure undesired outcomes. These will include false reassurance for infectious or about-to-be-infectious people who test negative, unnecessary isolation in non-infectious people who test positive, trauma or distress from the testing process especially in children, and massive opportunity cost from diversion of material and intellectual resources away from other more beneficial uses.

Ethical matters in screening are complex, and it took fierce campaigning from the 1960s onwards for these to be recognised in GMC ethics advice and through the NSC’s own Ethics Task Group. Moonshot seems to be taking us back to the paternalistic 1960s, potentially breaching the Helsinki Declaration and ignoring data protection and privacy laws.
We may be in the middle of a pandemic, but this is no reason to lose our heads. All the documentation about decision making for the Liverpool project needs to be brought into the public domain for independent scrutiny, and we need the NSC to prepare evidence based advice to ministers on the Moonshot proposals. The history of UK screening has seen phases of blind optimism (1960s), deep disillusionment (1970s), transformational organisation (1980s), increased professional understanding (1990s), and relentless commercially driven pressure for unevaluated screening and direct-to-consumer promotion (2000s onwards). My fear is that the 2020s will see demolition—with Moonshot as the wrecking ball—of hard won frameworks for protecting the public from ineffective, poorly delivered, and unethically practised screening, and from the consequences of non-evidence based use of public funds. We must be awake to the dangers.
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